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Abstract Open and decentralised multi-agent systems (ODMAS) are particularly vulnerable to the introduction of buggy or malevolent agents. It is therefore very important to protect these systems from such intrusions. In this article, we propose the L.I.A.R. model to control the agents’ interactions. This model is issued from the social control approach, which consists in developing an adaptive and autoorganised control, that is set up by the agents themselves. As being intrinsically decentralised and non intrusive to the agents’ internal functioning, it is more adapted to ODMAS than other approaches, like cryptographic security or centralised institutions. To implement such a social control, agents should be able to characterise interaction they observe and to sanction them. The L.I.A.R. model is composed of a social commitment model that enables agents to represent and reason about the interactions they perceive and models for social norms and social policies that allow agents to define and to evaluate the acceptability of the interactions. Also, L.I.A.R. contains a reputation model that enables any agent to apply a sanction to its peers. The L.I.A.R. model has been tested in an agentified peer-to-peer framework. The experiments show that this model is able to compute reputation levels quickly, precisely and efficiently. Moreover, these reputation levels are adaptive and enable agents to identify and isolate harmful agents. These reputation levels also enable agents to identify good peers, with which to pursue their interactions. Keywords: Trust, Reputation, Social norm, Social commitment, Multi-Agent System



Introduction The use of multi-agent systems is often motivated by the requirements of specific system properties such as flexibility or adaptability. These properties can be obtained in multi-agent systems thanks to their decentralisation, their openness and the autonomy of heterogeneous agents. Decentralisation implies that information, resources and agent capacities are distributed among the agents of the system and hence an agent cannot perform alone a global task. Openness can be defined as the possibility of agents to enter or leave freely the multi-agent system during runtime. At last, heterogeneity and autonomy are the required properties of the agents to build open and flexible systems and they rule out any assumption concerning the way they are constructed and behave. Agents have to take the autonomy of other agents into account while interacting.
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The combination of these properties is the key to reach flexibility and adaptability as new agents implementing behaviours that were not predicted during the design of the system can be added and can participate to global tasks. However, this increases the vulnerability of the system to the introduction of buggy or malevolent agents since it is not possible to directly constrain agents’ behaviour. Moreover, it is not possible to perform a global control by a central entity without losing the system decentralisation. An approach to tackle this problem is the implementation of a social control. Social control implies that the the agents themselves participate to the control of the system. Since agents only have a local and incomplete perception of the system (usually limited to their neighbourhood), they have to cooperate in order to perform a global control of the system. The most promising way to perform social control is the use of trust and reputation models. Agents observe their neighbours, build reputations according to their observations, decide if they are trustful or not and share this information with others. The ultimate goal is that agents that exhibit a bad behaviour get bad reputations and are socially excluded. This paper describes the L.I.A.R. model that proposes a set of mechanisms to perform social control over agents’ interactions in decentralised and open multi-agent systems. The foundation of L.I.A.R. is a reputation model built from an agent’s own interactions, from its observations and from recommendations sent by other agents. L.I.A.R. not only contains a reputation model, it also includes formalisms to represent interactions observed by an agent and norms to be enforced. There are three main contributions of L.I.A.R. with respect to other reputation models: (i) it is designed for decentralised system whereas most of existing models require a global complete view of a system; (ii) it is focused on the control of agent interactions (whereas reputation models are frequently applied to check the satisfaction of commercial contracts); (iii) it provides, not only a reputation model, but a full set of mechanisms to implement the behaviour of an agent participating to the social control from the beginning (observation) to the end (trust decision). Experiments have been made to evaluate L.I.A.R. according to performance criteria defined by the Art-testbed group [35]. The sequence of this paper is composed as follows. Section 1 details the concept of social control as defined by Castelfranchi [16]. Then, the L.I.A.R. model is presented starting in section 3 by the models and processes that enable agents to characterise the interactions they perceive: a model to represent the interactions, a model of norms to define the acceptability of interactions and a process for the detection of norm violations. Section 4 presents the reputation model used in L.I.A.R. In section 5, we present experiments and the performance of the L.I.A.R. model. Finally, in section 6 we discuss some properties of the model and in section 7 we present the related works.
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Social control of open and decentralised systems



When designing a decentralised and open multi-agent system, we usually want it to exhibit a global expected behaviour or to achieve some global tasks. Even if there are heterogeneous agents, different agent deployers or if we expect some emergent global behaviour, it is often necessary that the global system remains in a kind of stable state in which it continues to function correctly. This kind of state has been identified by Castelfranchi [16] as the Social Order of the system. It has also been emphasised that the maintenance of social order is particularly important in open and heterogeneous systems. Thus, the problem of controlling Open and Decentralised Systems MultiAgent Systems (ODMAS) is a big challenge to achieve social order. There exists several approaches to the control of Multi-Agent Systems. Security approaches [79, 12, 11] propose several protections but they do not bring any guarantee about the behaviour of the agents. For instance, a security infrastructure can ensure authentication or confidentiality of agent communications, but it cannot guarantee that the sender of a message tells the truth. Some works propose to implement institutions [69, 38, 39] that supervise the agents’ behaviour and that have the power to sanction agents that do not follow the rules of the system. These works are interesting for social order because they introduce the use of explicit rules that should be respected as well as the necessity to observe and represent the agents’ behaviour. However, institutions often implies the use of a central entity with a complete global view of the system. This makes this approach hard to use for ODMAS. Also, the sanctioning power of these institutions can be viewed as an intrusion into the agents’ autonomy.
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Another approach is the social approach. It suggests that the agents perform themselves an adaptive and auto-organised control of the other agents. Castelfranchi [16] uses the expression Social Control to refer to this kind of control. Trust and reputation models [17, 59, 74, 22, 60] are often used for social control. According to this approach, each agent observes and evaluates a small part of the system – its neighbourhood – in order to decide which other agents behave well and which ones behave badly, assigning to them a reputation value. Then, it can decide to “exclude” from its neighbourhood the agents that behaved badly, by refusing to interact and cooperate with them anymore. The exchange of this kind of reputation by the way of gossip and recommendations can fasten the reputation learning of other agents and generalise to the whole society the exclusion of harmful agents. Several local observations and evaluations can thus bring about the emergence of a social control of the global system. In this paper, we focus on the social approach, since it is especially well suited for ODMAS. Indeed, this approach is not intrusive to the autonomy of the agents that are under observation and is intrinsically decentralised. General definitions of acceptability (norms)



social control (reputations) sanctions



observations interactions



Fig. 1. Social control of the interactions. Figure 1 presents, with a system perspective, a view of the components needed to implement social control of agents’ interactions. Interactions to be controlled are represented at the bottom and the control process is at the top of the figure. This control needs two inputs: observations of some interactions and general definitions of the acceptability of interactions. Based on these inputs, the control process should first compare the inputs to find out if the observed interactions are acceptable or not. Secondly, it should decide the sanctions to apply to the agents, in order for them to change their interactions and make them acceptable. The L.I.A.R. model presented in this paper aims at covering the whole loop of social control. L.I.A.R. includes several models: a model to represent the interactions, a model of norms to define the acceptability of interactions, a model of reputation to evaluate the behaviour of other agents and an agent reasoning process to decide if it should trust or distrust another agent.
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Overview of the L.I.A.R. model



This section gives a global overview of the L.I.A.R. model. A detailed description of the components of L.I.A.R. is given in the following sections (3 and 4).



2.1



Aims of L.I.A.R.



L.I.A.R. (“Liar Identification for Agent Reputation”) is a model for the implementation of a social control of agent interactions. The behaviour that is under control is the communicative behaviour of agents. L.I.A.R. provides a formalism to express the communicative rules that should be respected in the system. Then, the L.I.A.R. model gives tools and models to build agents that can reason about the other agents’ interactions, detect if they violate the rules and maintain a reputation model of other agents. Since each agent has only a partial view of the system, it cannot control alone the
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behaviour of all the agents of the system. Therefore, social order will be achieved if several agents using the L.I.A.R. model are deployed in the MAS, the ideal situation being that every agent use it. The L.I.A.R. reputation model has been designed to allow agents to share easily their point of view in order to improve the efficiency of the social control. The main assumption of the L.I.A.R. model is that the communicative rules are homogeneous and known by every agent. At least, they must be known by the agents participating in the social control. However, agents that are not aware of these rules can still be deployed in the system, but they may be considered as harmful agents if they do not behave as required.



2.2



The L.I.A.R. model components



Since social control emerges from the combination of the activity of several agents, L.I.A.R. proposes models and tools usable by an agent. initialisation



norms



punishment



reputations



reasoning



social policies



trusted recommendations



trust intentions



evaluation



recommendations filtering



decision



social commitments



observation



context



mental states



interactions



sanction



Fig. 2. The L.I.A.R. model components. Figure 2 presents the components that are used by an agent in the L.I.A.R. model. The structure of this figure is similar to figure 1 but, here, it concerns one agent and not the system as a whole. Moreover, the social control part is detailed to represent the components of the agent: square boxes represent processes and oval boxes represent data. The arrows of figure 2 define the behaviour of a L.I.A.R. agent as follows: an agent models the interactions it observes as social commitments. These social commitments are compared to the social norms by an evaluation process. The evaluations that result from this process take the form of social policies. Reputations are set and updated by the punishment process using the social policies. When there is no information, they are set by the initialisation process. Reputations are used by the reasoning process, in conjunction with some representation of the current context of reasoning. This process fixes the trust intentions of the agent. Based on these intentions and the context of decision, the decision process updates the mental states of the agent to build intentions about the sanctions to perform. An agent has a few possibilities for sanctioning: it can answer negatively to another agent (not believing what it said or refusing to cooperate with it), it can ignore its messages by not answering, or/and it can propagate information about this agent to other agents, by the way of recommendations. Sanctions modify the way interactions occur (the dashed line
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represents influence). In the middle of figure 2, there are two boxes that provide inputs to the punishment process. They represent recommendations received from other agents. The recommendations filtering process considers the reputation of the sender of the recommendation to keep only trusted recommendations. These recommendations are additional inputs for the punishment process that can speed up the learning of accurate reputations. In the next sections, we detail these various components. In section 3, we focus on the evaluation phase and present our social commitment, social norm and social policy models. The process of evaluation that helps agents to characterise the acceptability of a particular interaction is also made explicit. Then, in section 4, we present the reputation model and the processes that go from punishment to sanction.
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Supervision of the interactions



In order to allow an agent to evaluate some perceived interactions, the L.I.A.R. model defines a few formalisms and processes described in this section. First, we detail the formalism used to represent an interaction by a social commitment. Then, the representation of social norms is described, as well as their transcription into social policies. The last part of this section explains how all these formalisms can be used in a process to detect the violations of the social norms.



3.1



Social commitment



There exists different approaches to enable agents to represent and reason about the interactions of their peers. Two main approaches to the representation of interactions are the cognitive approach and the social approach. The cognitive approach [21, 55, 30] consists in representing a message by a speech act. The semantics of a speech act is defined subjectively, by referring to the mental states of the sender and receiver of the message. The social approach [82, 84, 32, 9, 67] proposes to represent the occurrence of a message by a social commitment. In this case, there is no reference to agents’ mental state. A social commitment represents the fact that a message has been sent and that its sender is publicly committed on the message content. The L.I.A.R. model uses this social approach to represent interactions. This choice is motivated by the fact that we need a representation formalism that is not intrusive to the internal implementation or mental states of the agents. Interactions should be represented as an external point of view. Moreover, L.I.A.R. only requires that the utterance of the messages are recorded and, in this model, there is no need to reason on the semantics of a message. Thus, we do not make any hypothesis about the language used by the agents to communicate. However, we consider that the agents are able to map speech acts from the language they use into social commitments. Such mappings are proposed by Fornara and Colombetti [32] or Singh [84].



3.1.1



Social commitment definition



Definition 3.1. A social commitment is defined as follows: ob SCom(db, cr, te , st, [cond, ]cont)



Where: • ob ∈ Ω(t) is the observer, i.e. the agent that represents an interaction by this social commitment. Ω(t) is the set of all agents in the system at time t. t models the instant when the system is considered. It refers to a virtual global clock; • db ∈ Ωob (t) is the debtor, i.e. the agent that is committed. Ωob (t) is the set of all agents ob knows at time t; • cr ∈ Ωob (t) is the creditor, i.e. the agent towards which the social commitment holds; • te ∈ T is the time of utterance of the speech act, which leads to the creation of the social commitment. T is the domain of time;
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• st ∈ Esc is the state of the social commitment. Esc = { inactive, active, fulfilled, violated, cancelled } is the set of social commitment states; • cond ∈ P is a set of activation conditions, i.e. a proposition that has to be satisfied in order for the social commitment to become active. P represents the domain of the first order terms that can be used to represent sentences or propositions; • cont ∈ P is the content of the social commitment, i.e. what the commitment is about. Again, we consider it is a first order term. An agent ob stores all the social commitments it has observed until time t in a Social Commitment Set noted ob SCS(t). We note ob SCScr db (t) ⊂ ob SCS(t) to refer to the set of all the social commitments from the debtor db towards the creditor cr. The following example shows a social commitment from agent Alice towards agent Bob, as modelled by agent Oliver. Agent Alice committed at 1pm to the fact that Smith is the president of the USA from 2002 to 2007. Example 3.1.



3.1.2



Oliver SCom(Alice, Bob, 1pm, active, president(USA, Smith, 2002 −



2007))



Social commitment life cycle



[has been created] inactive [condition met] [has been cancelled]



active [content fulfilled]



fulfilled



[content violated]



[has been cancelled]



violated



cancelled



Fig. 3. Life-cycle of a social commitment. Figure 3 describes the life-cycle of a social commitment using a UML 2.0 [65] State Diagram. The life-cycle proceeds as follows: • A social commitment is created in the inactive state; • When the activation conditions cond are true, the social commitment becomes active. Only then, its fulfilment, violation or cancellation can occur. The social commitment remains active as long as the observer does not know whether it is fulfilled, violated or cancelled. • The social commitment can be cancelled either implicitly or explicitly. When the activation conditions do not hold true anymore, then the social commitment is implicitly cancelled. The debtor or the creditor can also explicitly cancel the commitment, when it is either in the inactive or active state. This can happen, for instance, when the debtor emits a new speech act that explicitly cancels the social commitment. In either cases, the commitment moves to the cancelled state; • The social commitment is moved to the fulfilled state if the debtor fulfils it, i.e. the observer believes its content is true.
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• The social commitment is moved to the violated state if the debtor does not fulfil it, i.e. the observer believes its content is false. It is important to note that this section presents the social commitment life-cycle from a “system” (i.e. centralised and omniscient) perspective. In practise, each observer agent manages its own local representations of the social commitments it has perceived. Since agents have a limited perception range, they have only a partial view of the system. As a consequence, the life cycle presented in this section is only theoretical. It is possible that, locally, an observer moves a commitment from one state to another without following the transitions presented above. For instance, an agent can believe that a social commitment has been violated (because its content is false) and then later realise that it missed a speech act that would have explicitly cancelled the commitment. In such a case, the observer would move the social commitment directly from the violated to the cancelled state, which is not an expected transition. In the remaining of this paper, we are not interested in tracking the evolution of the social commitment states; we consider this is done by a separate process.



3.1.3



Operations on social commitment contents



We assume that an agent is able to determine if two formulæ expressing the content of social commitments are inconsistent, and is able to deduce a set of facets addressed by a social commitment content. It is an assumption of the L.I.A.R. model that an agent is able to perform these operations. Indeed, L.I.A.R. do not propose any specific way to implement these operations since they strongly depend on a concrete application.



Inconsistent Contents. The operation ob.inconsistent content : T × P(P) 7→ {true, false} returns true if a set of contents is inconsistent at time t ∈ T , false otherwise. P(P) is the set of sets of P, i.e. P() is the powerset operator. This inconsistency can be based on a logical inconsistency in first-order terms of the concerned contents. It can also take into account some expert knowledge about the application domain. Facets. The operation ob.facets : ob SCS 7→ P(F) takes as argument a social commitment and returns a set of facets. F is the set of all existing facets. The concept of facet correspond to a topic of a social commitment. It will mainly be used while building reputation values (section 4) to be able to assign different reputations according to different facets of an agent (for instance an agent can have a good reputation to give information about the weather and a bad one to give information about the currency exchange rates). The way to determine a set of facets from a social commitment is not defined in L.I.A.R. as there are a lot of possibilities depending on applications and on the context of interactions. For example, a facet may be the name of an interaction protocol in which the social commitment is involved, a goal that is aimed by one the agents in the social commitment, or even a reference to an organisational structure in which the social commitment has appeared. L.I.A.R. assumes that there exists a set of facets and that agents can characterise a social commitment by the way of these facets. We also assume that there is a specific facet named recommend used for social commitments representing messages that are recommendations about the reputation of another agent, such as the ones described in section 4.3.4. 3.1.4



Social commitment inconsistency



Definition 3.2. For an observer ob, a social commitment c is inconsistent with a set of social commitments A ⊂ ob SCS(t) if there exists some social commitments {c1 , . . . , cn } in A that are in a “positive” state (active or fulfilled) and which contents are inconsistent with the content of c,
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but not with one another (the content of a commitment c is noted c.cont): def



∀c ∈ ob SCS(t), ∀A ⊂ ob SCS(t), ∀t ∈ T , ob.inconsistent(t, c, A) = c.st ∈ {active, fulfilled} ∧ ∃{c1 , . . . , cn } ⊆ A | ¬ob.inconsistent content({t, c1 .cont, . . . , cn .cont})∧ ∀ci ∈ {c1 , . . . , cn }, ci .st ∈ {active, fulfilled}∧ ob.inconsistent content(t, {c.cont, c1 .cont, . . . , cn .cont})



Example 3.2 illustrates an inconsistency between two social commitments from two different agents, Alice and Dave towards two different agents, Bob and Elen. Example 3.2. Oliver SCom(Alice, Bob, 1pm, active, president(USA, Smith, 2002 − 2007)) Oliver SCom(Dave, Elen, 2pm, active, president(USA, Wesson, 2002 − 2007)) At time 2pm, agent Oliver can consider that the first social commitment creates an inconsistency with the set constituted by the second one, if it considers that it is not possible that two different persons are president of the USA during the same mandate.



3.2



Social norms and social policies



Social norms define the rules that must be respected by the agents during their interactions. Besides, we introduce the concept of social policy to represent the situation of a given agent, about a given social commitment and a given social norm. The use of social policies makes it possible to express norms about the state of social commitments. For instance, we can define a norm that prohibits social commitments to be in the violated state. But if such a norm does not exist, violated social commitments would be accepted in the system and L.I.A.R. will not consider them as malicious or unauthorised behaviour. This increases the generality of the L.I.A.R. model for the definition of norms. This section presents the L.I.A.R. model for social norms and social policies.



3.2.1



Social norm definition



Definition 3.3. We define a social norm as follows: snorm(op, Tg, Ev, Pu, cond, cont, st) Where: • op ∈ { I, O, P } is the deontic operator that characterises the social norm: I represents prohibition, O represents obligation and P represents permission; • Tg ⊆ Ω(t) represents the entities under the control of the social norm (its “targets”). t is the time at which we consider the social norm. Ω(t) is the set of all the agents in the system; • Ev ⊆ Ω(t) represents the entities that have judiciary power, i.e. which decide when the social norm is violated (the “evaluators”); • Pu ⊆ Ω(t) represents the entities that have the executive power, i.e. that apply the penalties (the “punishers”); • cond ∈ P are the validity conditions of the social norm. The social norm is activated when these conditions are satisfied and deactivated otherwise. It is a first order term; • cont ∈ P is the content of the social norm. It is a first order term, in order to allow social norms to refer to social commitments, with terms like those defined in section 3.1.1; def



• st ∈ Esn represents the state of the social norm. Possible states are: Esn = { inactive, active }. Example 3.3 presents a social norm that represents the prohibition for a member of the MAS team (agent y) to talk to its Ph.D. supervisor (agent x) about politics, i.e. make a social commitment which would have “politics” as one of its facets. The condition of the social norm states that agent x should be the supervisor of agent y. The agents that are targets of this social norm are the members
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of the MAS team (MAS(t) ⊆ Ω(t)). The agents that can detect fulfilment or violation of the social norm are all the members of the MAS team. However, the agents that are enabled to sanction this social norm are only the Ph.D. supervisors of the MAS team MASS(t) ⊂ MAS(t). Here, the social norm is active. Example 3.3. snorm(I, MAS(t), MAS(t), MASS(t), x ∈ MASS(t) ∧ y ∈ MAS(t) | supervisor(x, y), ∀c ∈ SCSxy (t), facets(c.cont) ⊇ {politics}, active) Where the predicate supervisor(x, y) is true if agent x is the supervisor of agent y, false otherwise. The function facets() takes as argument a social commitment content and returns a set of facets the content is about, from the system perspective.



3.2.2



Generation of social policies



The previous definition of social norm uses a system perspective and requires omniscient knowledge on the system (for instance, knowing the set of the overall agents in the system). To be used locally by agents, we need to introduce the concept of social policy. This allows to: • specify the content of a social norm from the point of view of each evaluator. In fact, to enable evaluators to detect the violations of the social norms they are aware of, it is necessary that each of them adapts the content of the social norm, that is expressed with a general and omniscient point of view, into its own local and partial point of view on the system. • cope with multiple violations of a given social norm by several targets. The rule described by a social norm can, at a given instant, be violated by several targets. Each social norm should then lead to the generation of several social policies. Each social policy is directed to a single target, in order to allow the evaluator to detect each violation separately. • cope with multiple violations of a given social norm by a single target. A single agent can violate several times the same social norm. By (re)creating a social policy each time it is violated, an evaluator can detect multiple violations of the social norm by the same target. This also allows to keep track of each violation distinctly. • add penalties. In our definition of social norms, we decided not to include sanctions. Indeed, we associate the penalties, here, with the social policy level. This allows each punisher to decide if and what kind and amount of penalties it wants to attach to a given rule. Thus, this enables us to model social norms that are of the more social and emergent kind: the s-norms in the terminology of Tuomela [87]. With such social norms, two punishers can attach different penalties to the same social norm.



3.2.3



Social policy definition



Definition 3.4. A social policy is defined as follows: ev SPol(db, cr, te , st, [cond, ]cont)



Where: • ev ∈ Ω(t) is the evaluator that generated the social policy from a social norm; • db ∈ Ωev (t) is the debtor: the agent that is committed to by this social policy; • cr ∈ Ωev (t) is the creditor: the agent towards which the debtor is committed by this social policy; • te ∈ T is the time of creation: the instant when the social policy has been generated; • st ∈ Esp is the state of the social policy. Possible states are: { inactive, active, justifying, violated, fulfilled, cancelled };
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• cond ∈ P are the activation conditions. Here, it is a first order term and it is optional (its omission corresponds to an always true condition); • cont ∈ P represents the content of the social policy. It is also a first order term, since social policy contents may refer to social commitments (cf. example 3.4). As for social commitments, agents store social policies in Social Policy Sets. ev SPS(t) is the set of social policies created by agent ev before or at time t. ev SPScr db (t) is the set of social policies with debtor db and creditor cr as perceived by agent ev at instant t. Example 3.4 presents a social policy that could have been generated from the norm in example 3.3 by agent Oliver. It expresses the position of agent Alice (a member of the MAS team) with respect to the social norm: it made a social commitment that talks about politics with agent Bob, one of its Ph.D. supervisors. Example 3.4. Oliver SPol(Alice, Bob, 7pm, active, Alice



∈ MAS(t) ∧ Bob ∈ MASS(t), Oliver.facets(sc.cont) ⊇ {politics})



Where sc ∈ Oliver SCSBob Alice (t) is a social commitment of agent Alice towards agent Bob as present in agent Oliver’s social commitment sets. For instance, this can be the one of example 3.1.



3.2.4



Social policy life cycle [content fulfilled]



fulfilled



[has been created] [condition met] [¬proof received] inactive



justifying



active [content violated]



violated [proof received]



[has been cancelled]



cancelled



Fig. 4. Life-cycle of a social policy. Figure 4 describes the life-cycle of a social policy using a UML 2.0 State Diagram. This life-cycle proceeds as follows: • A social policy is created in the inactive state; • When the activation conditions cond become true, the social policy becomes active; • The social policy can be cancelled, for instance if the social norm that it has been generated from has been deactivated; • The evaluator can move the social policy to the state fulfilled, if it considers the content of the social policy is true. • The evaluator can move the social policy to the state justifying, if it considers that the content does not hold. In this case, the evaluator suspects the social policy to be violated, but it launches a justification protocol (see section 3.3.2) in order to check whether a violation actually occurred or if its local social commitment sets are obsolete, i.e. if the state of some social commitments is not what it should be. • According to how this justification protocol ends, the evaluator can consider that the social policy has actually been violated if no proof has been received (predicate proof received not true) and move the social policy to the violated state. In the opposite case, i.e. if a proof has been received (predicate proof received true), it moves the social policy to the cancelled state and considers that its local social commitment sets were obsolete.
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3.2.5



Operations on social policies



An agent should be able to perform a few operations on a social policy. First, it must be able to associate a penalty with a social policy. It must also be able to deduce a set of facets and a set of dimensions addressed by a social policy. The concept of facet of a social policy is the same as the one introduced for social commitments (i.e., a topic of conversation, see section 3.1.3). Therefore, it refers to the social commitments addressed by the social norm. The concept of dimension refers to the social norm itself and to how it allows to judge the agent. According to McKnight and Chervany [59], agent can be judged along four dimensions: def



D = { integrity, competence, benevolence, previsibility }. The integrity corresponds to the sincerity and the honesty of the target. The former refers to the coherence of what the target says with respect to what it believes [17]. The latter refers to the coherence of what the target says with respect to what it does. The competence corresponds to the quality of what the target produces [17]. The benevolence means caring and being motivated to act in one’s interest rather than acting opportunistically [49]. The previsibility means trustee actions (good or bad) that are consistent enough to be forecasted in a given situation [36]. In this paper we use mostly the integrity, competence (cf. section 4.3.7). The operations on social policies are defined as follows: • pu.punishes : S × T 7→ [0, 1]. S is the set of all social policies. Agent pu associates a penalty with a social policy and an instant. This penalty is a float value in [0, 1] and represents the relative importance that agent pu gives to the social policy given in argument, relatively to the other social policies at time t. The way an agent associates a value with a social policy is not constrained by the L.I.A.R. model. The model only allows an agent to do it. If an agent is not able to compare social policies to assign different penalties to them, it should associate the value 1 with every social policy. Two different agents may associate different penalties to similar social policies, in the same context. The same agent can also associate different penalties to similar social policies, in different contexts. • ev.facets : ev SPS 7→ P(F) takes as an argument a social policy and returns the set of facets that agent ev associates with it. These facets are deduced by agent ev from the facets of the social commitments referenced by the content of the social policy. • ev.dimensions : S 7→ P(D) takes as an argument a social policy (∈ S) and returns a set of dimensions. D is the set of dimensions along which it is possible to judge an agent. Examples 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate what functions facets and dimensions could return for a given agent ev. Example 3.5. In this example, the same policy as in example 3.4, page 10 is considered. It is noted sp. The facets that agent ev associates with its content are politics and presidency: ev.facets(sp.cont) = {politics, presidency} Example 3.6. In this example, the same policy as in example 3.4, page 10 is considered. An given agent ev can associate with this social policy the integrity dimension: ev.dimensions(sp) = {integrity}



3.3



Evaluation process



In this section, we present the evaluation process, which consists, for an evaluator, in detecting the social norm violations, by comparing observations (social commitments) with the social norms it knows. This process generates social policies the state of which corresponds to the result of the evaluation.



3.3.1



Protocol for the detection of social norm violation



Figure 5 describes the social norm violation detection protocol using an AUML [50] Sequence Diagram (sp.st is the state of the social policy). This protocol proceeds as follows: 1. Some propagators transmit m observations to an evaluator.
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sd Violation Detection Protocol :propagator m



:evaluator observation(ob)



m



[proof received] iteration



Filtering Update SCS



instantiate social norms



establish states of policies



∀ policy sp such as sp.st==justifying



ref



Justification Protocol



Fig. 5. Social norm violation detection protocol.



2. These observations, modelled as social commitments, are filtered by the evaluator (see section 4.3.4 for details about the filtering process) and, eventually, added to the evaluator’s social commitment sets. Then, the evaluator generates some social policies to represent the compliance of the new social commitments with the social norms (appendix 7.3 presents an implementation of such a process). Finally, it tries to establish the states of the social policies. 3. The social policies that are in a terminal state (fulfilled or cancelled) are stored, but are not considered anymore in the present protocol. All the social policies the content of which is not true are suspected to be violated. Therefore, they are moved to the justifying state and a justification protocol is started for each of them. 4. When the justification protocol ends with “proofs” that the violation did not occur (predicate proof received true), this means that the local social commitment sets of the evaluator were obsolete and that some of the social commitment states have to be updated. The received “proofs” are then considered exactly like the observations received at step 1. The evaluator starts again the social norm violation detection protocol at step 2, with these new observations. 5. If no “proof” has been received (predicate proof received is not true), then the social policies are moved to the violated state. Example 3.7 details the progress of this process on a short scenario, where agent Bob transmits to agent Oliver a social commitment from agent Alice that violates a social norm. Here, we consider that agent Alice did not cancel its social commitment. Example 3.7. In the example below, Agent Bob plays the observer and propagator roles and Oliver plays the evaluator role. 1. Agent Bob transmits to agent Oliver its representation of a communication it received from agent Alice, as a social commitment. For instance this can be a social commitment similar to the one in example 3.1, page 6, but with Bob as the observer; 2. Agent Oliver decides whether to trust this message or not. If it decides to trust it, then it interprets the communication into a social commitment where it is the observer, as showed in example 3.1. Agent Oliver then instantiates the social norm given in example 3.3 into the social policy given in example 3.4. As the social commitment content does not respect the norm content, the social policy is generated in the justifying state;
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3. Since the social policy is generated in the justifying state, a justification protocol is started; 4. This justification protocol ends with agent Oliver not getting any proofs (in the present scenario because there is no such proofs). Oliver therefore considers that a violation actually occurred and moves the social policy to the violated state.



3.3.2



Justification protocol



When an evaluator ev detects that the content of an active social policy is not true (i.e., the predicate content violated is true), it moves the social policy to the justifying state and starts a justification protocol. It does so to check whether a violation actually occurred or if it is only due to the obsolescence of its local representations of the social commitments. sp ∈ ev SPScr db (t)|sp.st==justifying



sd Justification Protocol ev:evaluator



x {x . . . x + δ1 }



{z . . . z + δ3 }



m



proof(p) [cond1 ] justify(sp.cont) n



y [has proof] z



:Any



justify(sp.cont) [has proof]



{y . . . y + δ2 }



n



:PotentialObserver



db:debtor



proof(p)



[cond2 ] m justify(sp.cont)



n′ ≤ n [has proof]



proof(p) m′ ≤ m cond1 ≡ ¬ proof received ∧ (y − x > δ1 )



cond2 ≡ ¬ proof received ∧ (z − y > δ2 )



Fig. 6. Justification protocol. This justification protocol is depicted in figure 6 as an AUML Sequence Diagram. It proceeds as follows: 1. The social policy sp known by the evaluator ev is in the justifying state. The evaluator sends the content of sp to the debtor of the social policy, as a justification request. This message means that the evaluator believes that the content is false and is about to conclude that the social policy is violated. Since the evaluator only has a partial knowledge of the interactions, its social commitment set may contain a false or incomplete representation of the actual interactions. Thus, this justification message gives a chance to the suspected agent to provide additional information (for instance, a message previously sent that will change the state of a social commitment) to the evaluator. 2. Agent ev waits during a delay δ1 for an answer. In order to guarantee the fairness of the protocol, the evaluator can, during the previous step, alert the debtor of the duration δ1 that it has been given to answer. 3. If, at the end of the delay δ1 , the debtor has not answered satisfactorily, i.e. the predicate proof received is not true, then agent ev can widen its research for “proofs”: it can send its request for justification to any agent that it thinks could have observed the behaviour of the debtor. Such agents can be, for instance, the creditors of the social commitments referred to in the social policy. We label these agents the “PotentialObservers”. The evaluator then proceeds similarly as at steps 1 and 2 with a delay δ2 . If the evaluator still does not get any answer, it can again broaden its research to the set of all its acquaintances, with another delay δ3 . 4. If, at the end of all these investigations, the evaluator does not get any satisfactory answer, then it considers that the social policy has been violated and moves it to the violated state. If it does get an answer, then it updates its local representations of social commitments with the “proofs” obtained and cancels the social policy.
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Agents that get such justification requests can act in several ways: • They can simply ignore the request. • If they also detect a violation, they can start a justification protocol too. In this case, they play the same role as agent ev, but in another instance of the justification protocol, which proceeds in parallel. • If they do not detect a violation, then it means they have “proofs” that the suspected agents did not violate the social policy. This can happen, for instance, because the suspected agent cancelled some of the social commitments referred to by the social policy. In this case, they can provide these “proofs” to agent ev. The message they send is of type proof and gives a copy of a message p that proves that the content c of the social policy sp has not been violated. The “proofs” that agent ev is waiting for are digitally signed messages [77, 47]. The digital signature is important because it guarantees the non-repudiation property [64]: an agent that has digitally signed a message can not pretend later that it did not do so. In this case, it can be considered as a proof that the message has really been sent. Delays might be dependant upon the underlying communication network and the time needed by an agent to query its social commitment sets and take a decision. Therefore, we consider here that delays are fixed by the designer of the system, as well as the unit of time in which they are measured. Any agent that has the ability to observe some messages and that knows some social norms can play the role of evaluator in the protocol of detecting social norm violations. It is able to build an evaluation of a target. This way, the first phase of the social control can be fulfilled by agents detecting violations. The procedures described in this section do not guarantee that every violation will be detected. But this is not possible in decentralised, open and large-scale multi-agent systems since we can only use an incomplete view of the interactions of the systems, based on the local perceptions of some agents. However, L.I.A.R. allows agents to reason on their local perception and to exchange them with other agents in order to detect some violations. The justification protocol guarantees that an agent that did not violate any norms cannot be accused of doing so, if it gives proofs of its correct behaviour. Example 3.8 details the progress of the justification protocol in the same scenario as example 3.7. Example 3.8. • The justification protocol starts with a social policy like the one presented in example 3.4, but which is in the state justifying. Agent Oliver plays the evaluator role and sends a request for proofs to agent Alice, the debtor of the social policy, which is also the debtor of the social commitment in the present case; • Alice has no proofs it has cancelled its commitment (because it has effectively not done so) and therefore does not answer the query; • When delay δ1 expires, agent Oliver sends the same request for proofs to potential observers of agent Alice’s behaviour. In the present scenario, we consider that agent Oliver does not know any other potential observer than agent Bob. Agent Oliver send its request to agent Bob, then waits δ2 ; • Agent Bob seeks in its social commitment sets and does not discover any proof. It, therefore, does not send anything to agent Oliver; • When δ2 expires, Oliver sends the query to all its acquaintances and waits for δ3 ; • No agent answers the query, either because they ignore the query or because they do not find any answer in their social commitment sets; • At the end of δ3 , agent Oliver considers the social policy as violated. No agent can provide a “false” proof, as agent Oliver will ignore anything that is not digitally signed. The next section presents the reputation model that allows an agent to build reputations and decide whether or not to act in trust with another agent based on such reputations.



4



Reputation model



The goal of the reputation model of L.I.A.R. is to provide an estimation over time of the compliance of other agents’ behaviour with respect to the social norms. Basically, the reputation model has two
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roles: first, it uses as inputs the results of the L.I.A.R. modules presented in the previous section – social policies – to compute reputations assigned to other agents and, second, it enables agents to reason and make decisions based on these reputations. Based on Quere [70]’s and McKnight and Chervany’s [59] distinction of trust beliefs, trust intentions and trust behaviours, we define the term “reputation” to refer to an agent’s beliefs about the trustworthiness of another agent and “trust” as the act of taking a decision to trust. In short, reputation levels are the beliefs on which an agent makes its decision to trust. In the first subsection, the core concepts of the L.I.A.R. reputation model are defined. Then, the processes related to reputation (initialisation, punishment, reasoning, decision and propagation) are described.



4.1



Reputation types



Different reputation types can be considered according to the source and the kind of information used to compute a reputation value. In order to distinguish these reputation types and their semantics, we need to consider the roles that are involved in the reputation-related processes. We extend the work of Conte and Paolucci [22] to identify seven roles: • target, the agent that is judged; • participant, an agent that interacts with the target; • observer, an agent that observes a message and interprets it as a social commitment; • evaluator, an agent that generates social policies from social commitments and norms; • punisher, an agent that computes reputation levels from a set of social policies; • beneficiary, the agent that reasons and decides based on the reputation levels; • propagator, an agent that sends recommendations: messages about observed messages, social policies or reputation levels. According to the agents that play these roles, we define five reputation types: • Direct Interaction based reputation (DIbRp) is built from messages from the target to the beneficiary. The roles of beneficiary, punisher, evaluator, observer and participant are played by the same agent. There is no propagator. • Indirect Interaction based reputation (IIbRp) is built from messages observed by the beneficiary. The roles of beneficiary, punisher, evaluator and observer are played by the same agent but in this case the participant is distinct. There is still no propagator. • Observations Recommendation based reputation (ObsRcbRp) is built from observed messages propagated to the beneficiary by a propagator. An agent plays the roles of beneficiary, punisher and evaluator, and another distinct agent plays the roles of observer and propagator. The participant can be any agent (except the agent that is the beneficiary). • Evaluation Recommendation based reputation (EvRcbRp) is built from social policies propagated to the beneficiary by a propagator. An agent plays the roles of beneficiary and punisher, and another distinct agent plays the roles of evaluator and propagator. The observer and the participant can be any agent. • Reputation Recommendation based reputation (RpRcbRp) is built from reputation levels propagated to the beneficiary by a propagator. An agent plays the role of beneficiary, and another distinct agent plays the roles of punisher and propagator. The evaluator, observer and the participant can be any agent. These reputations share the following properties: 1. Reputations are subjective and asymmetrical. Agents do not have the ability to observe the overall system. Based on their partial perception of it, they only develop partial knowledge of it. Therefore, two agents can have diverging points of view on a same target according to their own experiences. As a consequence, reputations are subjective [37, 17, 74, 1, 7, 24, 29]. According to Sen et al. [10] this property is also the source of the asymmetry of the reputations [43, 72, 81, 70]: an agent can associate a high reputation with another, while this latter only associate a low
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reputation with it in return. This property is very important as it makes reputations good candidates to be used as social sanctions, because agents cannot escape from it, since they cannot directly modify the other’s beliefs; 2. Reputations are multi-faceted. An agent show several aspects that can be judged by others agents. Therefore, several reputations can be associated with the same target [74, 98, 60]. These reputations are not completely independent, as the facets themselves can be related. When a decision has to be taken based on reputations, only some facets are used, according to the context of the decision; 3. Reputations are multi-dimensional, since there are several ways of judging an agent. As shown in section 3.2.5, McKnight and Chervany [59] propose the following four dimensions: { integrity, competence, benevolence, previsibility }; 4. Reputations are dynamic. Reputations evolve with time [73, 43, 19, 58, 71] to follow the actual behaviour of the target. This is what makes them belong to the category of beliefs [59, 70, 17, 86, 76, 14, 43] (that can be and is regularly updated), rather than knowledge (that is immutable); 5. Reputations are graduated. There is no unit to measure reputations [23]. However, there exists several reputation levels (as one agent can associate a higher reputation with a first target than to a second target) [4, 72, 61, 70] and these levels can be compared (as an agent can trust a target as much as a second target). Some authors [42, 25, 58] discuss the quantitative and qualitative computational representation of these degrees. Marsh [58] particularly regrets that some models distinguish trust levels but no distrust levels; 6. Reputations are not transitive, as the result of their subjectivity [20, 43, 51, 2, 3, 52]. If agent A has a good reputation level for agent B, an agent B has a good reputation level for agent C, it does not mean that agent A has a good reputation level for agent C. Thanks to these properties, we can now formalise the reputation types that our model manipulates: XbRptarget beneficiary (facet, dimension, instant) which represents the reputation of type X (X can be DI, II, ObRc, EvRc, RpRc) associated with agent target by agent beneficiary for the facet facet and dimension dimension at time instant.



4.1.1



Illustration of the use of the reputation types



Figure 7 illustrates situations when the various types of reputation can be computed. The scenario consists in a “pure P2P” [8] network for sharing of cinema timetables: agents possess parts of timetables for some cinemas theatre and can request other agents for parts of timetables. In our example scenario, the agent Bob formulates the request “Which cinema theatres play the movie Shrek on Saturday evening”. As in any “pure P2P” network (like GNUtella v0.4 [41]), it broadcasts its request to all its direct neighbours, which forward the request to their own direct neighbours, etc. This process is iterated a given number of time to ensure that a large number of agents receive the request. In figure 7 the neighbours of agent Bob are A1, A2 and Oliver (for the moment, agent Carl is not a neighbour). The request is noted Req1. Here, we consider further the diffusion of the request only for agent Oliver. This agent has no answer itself and simply forwards the request to agent Alice. Alice has an answer (it is noted Ans1 in figure 7) and replies to agent Bob through the same path as the request came to it. Finally, agent Bob receives the answer. Agent Bob transforms the answer into a social commitment from agent Alice towards itself. Based on this social commitment and the norm it knows, agent Bob will be able to get information useful to update its DIbRp. This is denoted in figure 7 by the digit “1”. As illustrated in the figure, “pure P2P” networks are such that some overhearing occurs. Indeed, agent Oliver gets the answer from agent Alice even if it did not request anything. Based on such information, agent Oliver will be able to update its IIbRp. This is denoted by the digit “2” in the figure. Such a process of overhearing can also happen in wireless networks. If, later, an new neighbour agent Carl formulates a request Req2 similar to Req1 to agent Bob, and if agent Bob has cached agent Alice’s answer, then agent Bob will be able to answer to agent Carl. If it answers with the exact answer from agent Alice (let consider it is a digitally signed message),
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the various types of reputation. then agent Carl will get a recommendation of observation. Based on this information, it will be able to update its ObsRcbRp. This is noted by the digit “3” in figure 7. Also, if agent Bob discovers that agent Alice’s answer was not correct (according to its own social norms), it can decide to propagate this information to its direct neighbours, as a warning against agent Alice. According to the propagation context, it can decide to send a warning simply about this particular experience or a more general warning about agent Alice’s repeated bad behaviours. In the first case, it sends a social policy. Its neighbours receive an recommendation of evaluation and are able to update their EvRcbRp. In the latter case, it sends a reputation level (which can be a DIbRp, or a IIbRp, etc.) in a recommendation of reputation and its neighbours are able to update their RpRcbRp. These recommendation processes are noted by the digits “4&5” in figure 7.



4.2



Computational representation and initialisation



Most researchers commonly agree that there is no standard unit in which to measure reputation [23], but that reputations are graduated. When building a computational model of reputation, we need to choose a computational representation for reputation levels. We choose the domain [−1, +1]∪{unknown} to represent reputations. −1 represents the lowest reputation level and +1 the highest reputation level. Following the advice from Marsh [58], we introduce a special value, unknown, to distinguish the case of ignorance, where a beneficiary has no information about a target, from the case of neutrality, where a beneficiary has information about a target, but this information leads to an equilibrium between positive and negative evaluations. This latter case is represented by a reputation of 0. The initialisation process is then easy to define, as all reputation levels are set to the value unknown at the start.



4.3



Punishment process



The punishment process consists for the punisher in computing reputation levels according to the sets of social policies it knows. The computation depends on the type of the reputation. The various reputation types do not consider the same sets of inputs. The next subsection presents various sets of social policies considered.
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4.3.1



Social policy sets



In this section, we consider a social policy set known by pu, where tg is the debtor, the creditor belongs to the set A, α is one of its facets and δ is one of its dimensions, pu SPSA tg (t). This set is such that: x A A A ∀x ∈ A, pu SPStg (t) ⊆ pu SPStg (t). pu SPStg (α, δ, t) ⊆ pu SPStg (t). For computations, we consider the following social policy subsets, according to their state: • Fulfilled Social Policy Set def A A pu FSPStg (α, δ, t) = {sp ∈ pu SPStg (α, δ, t) | sp.st = fulfilled} ; • Violated Social Policy Set def A A pu VSPStg (α, δ, t) = {sp ∈ pu SPStg (α, δ, t) | sp.st = violated} ; • Cancelled Social Policy Set def A A pu CSPStg (α, δ, t) = {sp ∈ pu SPStg (α, δ, t) | sp.st = cancelled} ; which are abbreviated by: pu X SPSA tg (α, δ, t), where X ∈ {F, V, C}. The importance of a social policy set is defined as the sum of the penalties associated with each social policy of the set. We define Imp(pu X SPSA tg (α, δ, t)) as follows: X



def



Imp(pu X SPSA tg (α, δ, t)) =



pu.punishes(sp, t)



sp∈pu X SPSA tg (α,δ,t)



4.3.2



Direct Interaction based reputation



Direct interactions are evaluated from social policies known by the punisher pu and where pu is also the creditor. Direct Interaction based reputation (DIbRp) is calculated as follows: X {pu} τX × Imp(pu X SPStg (α, δ, t)) def



DIbRptg pu (α, δ, t) =



X ∈{F,V,C}



X



{pu}



|τX | × Imp(pu X SPStg (α, δ, t))



X ∈{F,V,C}



Where τF , τV and τC are weights associated with the states of the social policies (respectively in the fulfilled, violated and cancelled state). These weights are floating values that the punisher is free to set. For the formula to be defined and useful to the agent, there are some constraints on the weights. Here, we simply consider that τF > 0 and τV < 0.



4.3.3



Indirect Interaction based reputation



Indirect interactions are evaluated from social policies known by the punisher pu and where the creditor is any agent except pu. Indirect Interaction based reputation (IIbRp) is calculated as follows: X Ω (t)\{pu} τX′ × Imp(pu X SPStgpu (α, δ, t)) def



IIbRptg pu (α, δ, t) =



X ∈{F,V,C}



X



Ω (t)\{pu}



|τX′ | × Imp(pu X SPStgpu



(α, δ, t))



X ∈{F,V,C}



The weights τF′ , τV′ and τC′ are similar to τF , τV and τC , but they can have different values. It is also required that τF′ > 0 and τV′ < 0.



4.3.4



Recommendation based reputations



The three other kinds of reputation are slightly different since they are computed from recommendations (information communicated by a propagator) and not from observations made by the punisher. Therefore, the information used as an input is less reliable than for the two first reputation types because a propagator can lie during a recommendation.
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The L.I.A.R. model is used recursively to decide if an agent should trust a recommendation or not, as well as the strength of this trust. The reasoning process (which is detailed in section 4.4) considers as inputs a target, a facet, a dimension, a set of thresholds and an instant. The facet used to filter out recommendations is the recommendation facet labelled recommend; the dimension used to judge propagators is their integrity and the thresholds used to filter out the recommendations are noted RcLev. The output of the reasoning process is twofold: on the one hand there is a Boolean part, trust int, which defines if the intention is to trust or not; on the other hand, a float value, trust val, which corresponds to the weight associated with this intention. The set of trusted recommendation is denoted pu TRc(t) and contains every recommendation received by pu and for which the trust int part of the output of the reasoning process is true. The recommendations for which the result is false are simply dropped. The content of a recommendation can be a social commitment, a social policy or a reputation level. The reputation type that is built depends on the type of the recommendation content.



4.3.5



Observations Recommendation based reputation



The Observations Recommendation based reputation (ObsRcbRp) is evaluated from recommendations containing social commitments. These propagated social commitments are involved in the generation of a set of social policies. The sets pu ObsRcX SPS(tg, α, δ, t) with X ∈ {F, V, C} represent these social policies, extracted from pu TRc(t) and grouped by their state. Observations Recommendation based reputation is calculated as follows: X τX′′ × Imp(pu ObsRcX SPS(tg, α, δ, t)) def



ObsRcbRptg pu (α, δ, t) =



X ∈{F,V,C}



X



|τX′′ | × Imp(pu ObsRcX SPS(tg, α, δ, t))



X ∈{F,V,C}



As in previous formulæ, τF′′ , τV′′ and τC′′ are weights and τF′′ > 0 and τV′′ < 0.



4.3.6



Evaluation Recommendation based reputation



The Evaluation Recommendation based reputation (EvRcbRp) is evaluated from recommendations containing social policies. The sets pu EvRcX SPS(tg, α, δ, t) with X ∈ {F, V, C} represent these social policies, extracted from pu TRc(t) and grouped by their state. Evaluation Recommendation based reputation is calculated as follows: X τX′′′ × Imp(pu EvRcX SPS(tg, α, δ, t)) def



EvRcbRptg pu (α, δ, t) =



X ∈{F,V,C}



X



|τX′′′ | × Imp(pu EvRcX SPS(tg, α, δ, t))



X ∈{F,V,C}



As in previous formulæ, τF′′′ , τV′′′ and τC′′′ are weights and τF′′′ > 0 and τV′′′ < 0.



4.3.7



Reputation Recommendation based reputation



The Reputation Recommendation based reputation (RpRcbRp) is evaluated from recommendations containing reputation levels. The computation formula is different from previous ones because the beneficiary has to merge reputation levels according to its degree of trust towards the propagator. The set pu RpRc(tg, α, δ, t) contains the trusted reputation recommendations. Each of these latter contains a numerical value (recommendations with the unknown value are dropped). Reputation Recommendation
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based reputation is calculated as follows: def



RpRcbRptg pu (α, δ, t) =



X



level(rc) × pu.reasons(rc.pu, α′ , δ ′ , RcLev, t).trust val



rc∈pu RpRc(tg,α,δ,t)



X



pu.reasons(rc.pu, α′ , δ ′ , RcLev, t).trust val



rc∈pu RpRc(tg,α,δ,t)



Where level(rc) refers to the numerical value of reputation contained in the recommendation rc, rc.pu refers to the agent that has computed this value, α′ = recommend and δ ′ = competence. pu.reasons is the process detailed in the next section. Its trust val output is the weight of the trust intention, here associated with the trust in the punisher for its competence to recommend. The RpRcbRp level is computed as the weighted average of the reputation levels received through recommendations. The weights used in this computation are those extracted from the trust intention that the punisher has in the other punishers for the facet α′ , along the dimension δ ′ . These values are considered to be positive. In conclusion, the RpRcbRp is both part of the L.I.A.R. model and uses it for its computation. The benefit of the sharpness of the L.I.A.R. model is here illustrated: first, the recommendations are filtered according to the integrity of the propagators for the recommend facet, then the weight given to each recommendation depends on the punishers’ competence for this same facet.



4.4



Reasoning process



The reasoning process consists, for a beneficiary bn, in deducing a trust intention based on the reputation levels associated with a target tg. It has as inputs: a target, a facet, a dimension and a set of trust distrust relevance reasoning thresholds. These latter are positive float values labelled θX , where X bRp , θX bRp , θX bRp ∈ { DI, II, ObsRc, EvRc, RpRc }. They are grouped in the structure denoted Lev. An example of such thresholds has been presented in section 4.3.4, where we discuss the recommendation filtering process. This constitutes the context of reasoning. The reasoning process output is twofold: trust int and trust val, which respectively represent the intention to trust (Boolean) and the force of the intention (float value). The reasoning must take into account the richness of the semantic distinctions between the reputation types and the particular representation domain used in L.I.A.R.. As a consequence, we cannot use a simple merging function. We cannot either assign statically a type of reputation to a given situation, since the type of reputation that would be the more appropriate to the considered situation can currently be irrelevant, for instance if it is unknown. Therefore, we define here a cascading process that works with thresholding, as suggested in several works [57, 37, 18]. Figure 8 presents this cascading process. trust int ==trust trust > θDIbRp



DIbRp distrust < θDIbRp
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Fig. 8. Reasoning process.
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Agent bn first tries to use the reputation level that it considers the most reliable (DIbRp in figure 8). This type can be sufficient to fix the intention to trust (resp. distrust) the target. If the value associated trust distrust with the DIbRp is greater (resp. less) than the threshold Lev.θDIbRp (resp. Lev.θDIbRp ), then agent pu has the intention to trust (resp. distrust) the target. If the DIbRp is in the state unknown, if it is not trust distrust discriminant (i.e., is between the thresholds Lev.θDIbRp and Lev.θDIbRp ) or if it is not relevant (not enough direct interactions), then the DIbRp is not sufficient to set whether the intention is to trust the target or not. In this case, the next reputation type (IIbRp in figure 8) is used in a similar process with threshtrust distrust olds Lev.θIIbRp and Lev.θIIbRp . If this process still does not bring to a final state, the next reputation type is considered. The next reputation types (ObsRcbRp, EvRcbRp then RpRcbRp) are used with the trust distrust trust distrust trust corresponding thresholds (Lev.θObsRcbRp and Lev.θObsRcbRp , Lev.θEvRcbRp and Lev.θEvRcbRp , Lev.θRpRcbRp and distrust Lev.θRpRcbRp ). Finally, if none of the previous values allows to fix the intention, then the “General Disposition to Trust” (GDtT) is used. It is a Boolean value. If true, then the intention is to trust; if false, to distrust. The GDtT is a kind of default reputation. It is not attached to a particular target. It represents the general inclination of the beneficiary to trust another agent, when it does not have information about it. We do not study it more here and we consider it is a fixed value. The relevance measure that we use for DIbRp (resp. IIbRp, ObsRcbRp, EvRcbRp and RpRcbRp) relevance relevance in the cascading process is defined by another threshold Lev.θDIbRp ∈ [0, +∞) (resp. Lev.θIIbRp , relevance relevance relevance Lev.θObsRcbRp , Lev.θEvRcbRp and Lev.θRpRcbRp ) which represents the number of direct interactions (resp. indirect interactions and various recommendation types) from which the agent considers that its reputation level is relevant. The relevance 0 is associated with an unknown reputation level. Finally, the weight of the output is set to the reputation level that brings about a trust intention. For instance, if DIbRp is sufficient to set the intention, then trust val is set to the value of DIbRp. The thresholds values are positive. The weight of the intention is also a positive value.



4.5



Decision Process



The decision process consists, for a beneficiary bn, in taking decisions to act in trust or not in a given context. This process takes a target, a context description and an instant as inputs. As output, the mental states of the beneficiary are modified according to the decision to act in trust or not with the targets. A beneficiary bn can take two kinds of decision: selection it can decide whether a given agent is trustworthy or not. It uses the trust int output of the reasoning process; sort it can compare different agents according to their trustworthiness. It uses the trust val output of the reasoning process.



4.6



Propagation Process



The propagation process is executed by a propagator and consists in deciding why, when, how and to whom to send recommendations. Agents can show various strategies of propagation, which are very dependant on the application targeted by the decisions. In our work, we consider two strategies: push a propagator spontaneously sends recommendations to some of its acquaintances; pull a propagator receives requests to send recommendations. The push strategy has the advantage of helping agents to speed up their learning of accurate reputations. However, in some cases, it may involve the sending of sensitive information about one’s partners. Also, such a process has a risk of flooding the network. Therefore, it will generally be used only by a limited set of agents and only in a limited number of situations. The pull strategy is rather used by agents that seek information about unknown or insufficiently known agents. Such a process is less prone to sensitive information disclosure, since the requester agent selects its provider. However, the difficulty for the requester is to find an agent that both has the information it seeks and that will provide this information correctly.
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In both processes, the propagator has to decide whether to answer or to whom to send its recommendations. In L.I.A.R., we have decided that the agent uses its reputation model to make its decision. In the push process, a decision of type “sort” is used to find to which sub-set of the acquaintances to send the recommendations. In the case of the “pull” process, it is rather a decision of type “selection” that is used: the propagator decides whether to answer or not. Finally, during this decision process, the propagator uses a reciprocity principle that consists in sending recommendations to agents that are themselves good recommenders. Therefore, the propagator uses a decision process with facet recommend and along dimensions: competence and integrity.



5



Experimental results



In this section, we introduce the settings employed in the scenario we used to test the L.I.A.R. model. The scenario deployed is the one presented in section 4.1.1. Then, we detail the criteria we have selected to show how the L.I.A.R. model behaves. Finally, we present the results of our experiments.



5.1



Simulation settings



Several agents using the L.I.A.R. model are deployed. These agents create social commitments on facts selected within a set of propositions and their negations: {A, B . . . , ¬A, ¬B, . . . }. For simplicity, we consider that all these facts belong to the same facet called application. We consider that only a fact and its negation (e.g., A and ¬A) are inconsistent. This assumption has little influence on the simulations, since it is considered both for generating contradictions and for detecting them. A time-step of the simulation consists in: 1. Each agent generates NB ENCOUNTER BY ITERATION social commitments. The content of each social commitment is randomly chosen in the set of propositions and their negations: {A, B . . . , ¬A, ¬B, . . . }. The debtors of the social commitments are also randomly chosen. 2. These social commitments are added to the debtor and creditor’s social commitment sets. This starts a process of violation detection in those agents, which leads to the generation of some social policies. 3. For each social commitment, a number NB OBSERVATION BY ITERATION of agents is selected. The selected agents perceive this social commitment as an indirect interaction. The social commitment is added to these agents’ social commitment sets. These observers automatically run violation detection processes and generate social policies. 4. In order to limit the number of messages exchanged, we chose to simulate agents using a push strategy (see section 4.6) to propagate reputation values. Each agent sends NB RECOMMENDATION BY ITERATION recommendations to some other agents. The content of a recommendation is the Direct Interaction based reputation value about a randomly selected target. The receiver of the recommendation is also randomly selected. 5. Recommendations are represented by social commitments as for any message. Therefore, they are added to the debtor and creditor’s social commitment sets. The creditor of the recommendation uses the L.I.A.R. decision process to decide if it trusts the recommendation. If it trusts it, the recommendation is used for the computation of the Reputation Recommendation based reputation. 6. As for other social commitments, recommendations are observed by NB OBSERVATION BY ITERATION agents. 7. At last, each agent computes its reputation levels. A simulation iterates these steps NB ITERATIONS times. We have tested several values for NB ITERATIONS: 100, 200, 400 and 800. For most of the simulations, a number of 400 steps is sufficient to show the results. The number of facts on which the agents can commit has an influence on the time of convergence of the reputations. Indeed, the fewer facts there are, the more chance there is that an agent contradicts itself when it generates a new social commitment. We have tested several values for NB FACTS: 10, 20,
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30, 50. We fixed the number of facts to 30 as it is sufficiently high to allow agents not to commit too often on the same facts and also allows to show results in the fixed NB ITERATIONS.



5.1.1



Behaviour of agents



Each agent is both a generator and a detector of norm violations. As a generator, an agent is characterised by two parameters: VIOLATION RATE and LIE RATE. VIOLATION RATE defines the rate of newly generated social commitments on facet application that are inconsistent with the previous commitments of the agent. LIE RATE has the same role, but for facet recommend. In this case, inconsistencies are generated by false recommendations, which consists in sending a random value selected in [−1, +1]. If not indicated otherwise, parameters VIOLATION RATE and LIE RATE are fixed as follows: each agent i ∈ 0, . . . , N has a VIOLATION RATE and a LIE RATE set to i/N (where N = NB AGENTS − 1). As detectors of violations, agents use two social norms to judge their peers’ behaviour. These social norms forbid contradictions in emission and contradictions in transmission. Figure 9(a), depicts the contradiction in emission, which is formalised in the definition 5.1. In this case, a single agent makes a social commitment that creates an inconsistency with some of its previous social commitments. The Figure 9(b) depicts the contradiction in transmission, which is formalised in the definition 5.2. In this case, an agent makes a social commitment that creates an inconsistency with social commitments it is the creditor of and that it has not disagreed with (disagreement should be explicit by changing the social commitment state to cancelled).
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Fig. 9. Contradictions in emission and in transmission.



Definition 5.1. Contradiction in emission. ∀t ∈ T , snorm(I, Ω(t), Ω(t), Ω(t), ∃x ∈ Ω(t) | cont emission(t, x), active) This social norm expresses that agents are forbidden to be in a situation of contradiction in emission. The predicate cont emission(t, x) expresses the fact that agent[x is in a situation of contradiction in CSxz (t)): emission at instant t. It is formalised by (where SCS⋆x (t) = z∈Ω(t)



cont emission(t, x) ≡ ∃y ∈ Ω(t), ∃c ∈ SCSyx (t) | inconsistent(t, c, SCS⋆x (t) \ {c}) This formula expresses the fact that agent x is debtor of a social commitment that is inconsistent with the overall set of the previous social commitments it was debtor of. Definition 5.2. Contradiction in transmission. ∀t ∈ T , snorm(I, Ω(t), Ω(t), Ω(t), ∃x ∈ Ω(t) | cont transmission(t, x), active)
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This social norm expresses that agents are forbidden to be in a situation of contradiction in transmission. The predicate cont transmission(t, x) expresses the fact that agent x is in a situation of con[ CSzx (t)): tradiction in transmission at instant t. It is formalised as follows (where SCSx⋆ (t) = z∈Ω(t)



cont transmission(t, x) ≡ ∃y ∈ Ω(t), ∃c ∈ SCSyx (t) | inconsistent(t, c, SCSx⋆ (t)) This formula expresses the fact that agent x makes a social commitment c which creates an inconsistency with social commitments that have been previously taken towards it. As detectors, agents have to generate social policies from social norms. We define two generation strategies: forgiving and rancorous. When implementing the forgiving strategy, agents consider that a social policy is no longer violated if an agent cancels a posteriori one of the social commitments involved in the inconsistency so that the content of the social policy is no more false; when implementing the rancorous strategy, agents consider that when a social policy is violated, it remains violated forever. A parameter, NB VIOLATORS IN POPULATION, allows to fix the number of agents which violate the norms and another, NB FORGIVERS IN POPULATION, the number of these agents that are forgivers (the other being rancorous). Finally, we set the parameters for the reasoning process as follows, for agents to be able to make decisions based on the reputations: trust • θX bRp = 0.8, ∀X ∈ { DI, II, ObsRc, EvRc, RpRc }. distrust • θX = 0.5, ∀X ∈ { DI, II, ObsRc, EvRc, RpRc }. bRp relevance relevance relevance • θDIbRp = 10, θIIbRp = 7, θRpRcbRp = 5.



Also, if it is not stated differently, the penalties associated with the social policies are fixed at 1.0 for every agent.



5.1.2



Description of the experiments



In the simulations, the number of agents is NB AGENTS = 11. This allows to run each simulation configuration 10 times and to present results that are the average over these runs. As the formulæ defined to compute the ObsRcbRp and EvRcbRp are similar to those used for DIbRp and IIbRp, the results are similar. The most prominent difference between the computations of these reputations relies in presence or absence of a filtering process. To illustrate the influence of this filtering process, we decided to present results for RpRcbRp, i.e. to restrict the recommendations to levels of reputation. Also, we present results mostly for the application facet. Similar results have been obtained with the other facet (recommend).



5.2



Experimentation criteria



The Art-testbed group [35] has defined a set of criteria to evaluate reputation models. The experiments presented in this section aims at evaluating the L.I.A.R. model according to these criteria. These evaluation criteria are: • Multi-⋆: a reputation model should be multi-dimensional and multi-facet [63]. By design, L.I.A.R. is multi-⋆, therefore we will not consider this criterion further; • Quickly converging: a reputation model should enable an agent to compute reputation levels that tend quickly to model the target’s behaviour [27]; • Precise: a reputation model should compute reputation levels that model precisely the target’s behaviour [33, 53, 99]; • Adaptive: the reputation levels should be adapted in case the target changes its behaviour [34]; • Efficient: a reputation model must compute the reputation levels without consuming to much of the agent’s resources [40, 100]. Also a reputation model should allow an agent to make decisions that help it to:
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• Identify and isolate malevolent agents; • Decide if and with which agent to interact.



5.3



Precision and convergence



In this section, we present experiments and discuss their results along the precision and convergence criteria.



5.3.1



Strategies



As agents may develop two strategies as detectors (forgiving vs. rancorous), we have first tested the sensitivity of the L.I.A.R. model to this parameter. It is expected that, in the same conditions, rancorous agents consider that more violations occurred than forgiving agents. 0.5
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Fig. 10. Related precision and convergence with respect to the strategy. Figure 10 presents the ratio of the number of violations detected to the total number of evaluations along the y-axis. The simulation time-steps are along the x-axis. Such a chart allows to compare the strategies and is similar to what the Direct Interaction based reputation computes with τV = −1, τF = 1, τC = 0. The dashed line is for the rancorous strategy and the plain line is for the forgiving strategy. The dotted line represents the contradiction ratio of the considered agent, i.e. the ratio of commitments that this agent does not cancel before making new commitments that are inconsistent. Forgiving agents cancel some commitments a posteriori, moving some social policies from the violated to the cancelled state. The number of violations considered is thus fluctuating. Also, since the total number of social policies does not take into consideration the cancelled commitments, it is fluctuating too. This is why the forgiving strategy line is not smooth. The precision is therefore more difficult to observe than with rancorous agents. Moreover, the mean value reached by the forgiving strategy is less than the rancorous one, since the former strategy considers there is no more violation when a commitment involved has been cancelled, whereas the generation of violations considers there still is a violation. This would corresponds to a slight overestimation of the Direct Interaction based reputation. The forgiving strategy line starts oscillating around a stable mean value in about 50 time-steps, whereas the rancorous strategy takes more time to reach a stable value (around 100 time-steps). This is due to the fact that the rancorous strategy always considers the overall sets of social policies. Indeed, each new social policy added to the social policies sets has only a small influence on the overall ratio. Also, there is some inertia since the more the evaluations accumulate, the less each one influences the ratio.
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As a conclusion, the rancorous strategy converges better than the forgiving strategy and is more precise, but needs more time to converge. Because of this difference in the behaviour of the reputation levels according to the strategy deployed, the remaining of this paper uses soften definitions of precision and convergence. The precision is related to the stabilising point that the reputation level reaches. The convergence is related to the fact the reputation level tends to this value. As shown in this section, the stabilising point cannot be directly computed from the behaviour of the agent and the formulæ defined in L.I.A.R. to compute the reputation levels.



5.3.2



Parameters influencing precision and convergence



In this section, we study the parameters that can influence the precision and convergence. It is expected that the more interactions (direct or indirect) or recommendations there are, the quicker the reputation level will converge. Also, the Reputation Recommendation based reputation is expected to be more precise when the filtering process is activated. 1.1 1 0.9 0.8
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Fig. 11. Direct Interaction based reputation with varying NB ENCOUNTER BY ITERATION. Figure 11 presents the evolution of the Direct Interaction based reputation (y-axis) over time (xaxis). The different lines draw this evolution for various numbers of direct interactions occurring at each time-step (NB ENCOUNTER BY ITERATION). This experiments confirms that the more direct interactions there are, the quicker the convergence of the Direct Interaction based reputation. By varying in the NB OBSERVATION BY ITERATION parameter, it is possible to obtain similar results with the Indirect Interaction based reputation, as the formulæ used to compute the Direct Interaction based reputation and Indirect Interaction based reputation are similar. In the same manner, the more recommendations agents send, the quicker is the convergence of the Reputation Recommendation based reputation. Figures 12 and 13 show additional results for the evolution of the Reputation Recommendation based reputation (y-axis) over time (x-axis). Here, the lines show results for various proportions of violators in the population (NB VIOLATORS IN POPULATION). In figure 12 agents do not filter recommendations, whereas in figure 13 they do. In the simulation presented in these figures, all agents have a VIOLATION RATE of 0.8. As the bad recommendations are uniformly randomly generated values in [−1, +1], their average tend to 0. The figures show that the more violators there are, the more important is the influence of bad recommendations on the computed reputation level (i.e., the quicker it tends to 0). Also, the figures shows that the filtering process helps agents cope with bad recommendations, by limiting their influence over the reputation level. In these experiments, the lines seems not to converge because the target agents have a very violent
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Fig. 12. Reputation Recommendation based reputation with no filtering.
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Fig. 13. Reputation Recommendation based reputation with filtering.
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strategy of lying. Therefore, even with a filtering process, the reputation level is affected. But the filtering process of L.I.A.R. is efficient against such behaviours: in figure 13, there lacks a line; this happens because the filtering process rejects all the recommendations. Therefore, the reputation stays unknown during the entire simulation.



5.4



Adaptivity



Adaptativity concerns how a reputation level evolves when a change occurs in the behaviour of an agent. Here, the experiments consider a brutal change: the target has a fixed behaviour, then starts at a given time-step not to cancel any of its previous inconsistent commitments. We study the adaptivity under two sub-criteria: the inertia, i.e. the time that the model needs to adapt the reputation level; and the fragility, i.e. if the decrease of the reputation of the target is more important when its reputation was higher before the change [37].



5.4.1



Inertia



DIbRp



The formula defined in section 4.3.2 to compute the Direct Interaction based reputation use the overall set of direct interaction that the agent has accumulated from its entrance in the system. It is therefore expected that the reputation level show some inertia. 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1 -1.1
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Fig. 14. Inertia of the Direct Interaction based reputation. Figure 14 shows the level of the Direct Interaction based reputation computed by a forgiving agent for a given target along the y-axis. Time-steps are along the x-axis. The figure shows the inertia when a change in the behaviour of the target occurs at time-step 50 (plain line), time-step 100 (dashed line) or time-step 150 (dotted line). In this experiments the behaviour change is modelled as follows: the target drops from not cancelling its inconsistent commitments in 20% of the cases to never cancelling its previous inconsistent commitments. The figure scope has been extended to 800 time-steps to confirm the decreasing of the reputation level. By observing the slopes of the lines right after the change occurred, we can see that the modification of the reputation level occurs faster when the change occurred earlier. Reputations show some inertia.



5.4.2



Influence of time windows over inertia



In this experiment, we study the influence of time windows over inertia. It is expected that limiting the number of direct interactions considered will limit the inertia. In figure 15, the plain line shows the Direct Interaction based reputation with no time window (agents use all the evaluations they have), the dotted line shows a window of 50 and the dashed line
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Fig. 15. Influence of time windows on the inertia of the Direct Interaction based reputation.



shows a window of 10. Here, a “time window of k” consists in considering only the k latest generated social policies. The results show that the smaller the time window, the smaller the inertia. However, the smaller the time window, the higher the weight of a single social policy in the computation of the reputation level. As a consequence, the sliding of the time window, which makes the system forget about earliest social policy and consider a new one, can make a substantial change in the reputation level. This consequence is particularly highlighted by the instability of the dashed line.



5.4.3



Fragility



DIbRp



In this experiment, we study the fragility of the Direct Interaction based reputation. Since in the default configuration L.I.A.R.’s reputation show some inertia, it is expected that it will take more time for an agent that has a high reputation to loose it than for an agent that already has a low reputation. Therefore, it is expected that reputation are fragile. 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1 -1.1
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Fig. 16. Fragility of the Direct Interaction based reputation.
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Figure 16 shows the level of Direct Interaction based reputation computed by a forgiving agent along the y-axis. Each line shows the Direct Interaction based reputation for a different target: the plain line is for a target that had a “good” behaviour before the change (it did not cancel previous inconsistent commitments in 10% of the cases); the dashed line shows a “medium” behaviour (the target did not cancel in 40% of the cases) and the dotted line shows a “bad” behaviour (the target did not cancel in 60% of the cases). The figure shows the fragility when a change in the behaviour of the targets occurs at time-step 100. Since the “good” agent line starts higher than the “medium” agent line, but both lines end around the same value at time-step 400, the “good” agent lost more reputation. In the same way, the “bad” agent lost less reputation than the “medium” agent. As a consequence, the Direct Interaction based reputation is fragile, because the decrease of the reputation level is more important when the reputation level was higher before the change. This is not strongly emphasised in this default setting, so next section presents results that show that the fragility can be parametrised.



5.4.4



Parameters influencing fragility



DIbRp



We present below experiments that show which parameters influence the fragility and how. The more important is the penalty associated with a social policy, the more important is the loss in reputation when a violation occurs. Therefore, it is expected that the higher the penalties assigned with social policies, the more fragility. 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1 -1.1
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Fig. 17. Penalty=1.0. Figures 17 and 18 show the evolution of the Direct Interaction based reputation for agents with various LIE RATE when a brutal change occurred in their behaviour at step 100. In the figures, agi denotes an agent (number i) that has a LIE RATE of i/(NB AGENTS − 1). In figure 17, the penalty associated with social policies is always 1.0. In figure 18, it is set to 1.0 when the social norm is fulfilled and to k when it is violated, where k is the number of social commitments involved in the contradiction. This latter way of setting penalties represents the fact that the agent considers worse a violation involving more social commitments. As the figure shows, increasing penalties associated with violated social policies augments the fragility. As a consequence, this parameter can be used to parametrise the fragility.



5.5



Efficiency



The formulæ proposed in this paper for the computation of the reputations are linear combinations of simple computations on the sets of social policies or recommendations. As a consequence, the theoretical complexity of the formulæ is linear with respect to the size of the sets.
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Fig. 18. Variable penalty.



Figure 19 confirms that the progression of the time needed to compute the Reputation Recommendation based reputation is linear with the duration of the presence of an agent in the system, and therefore with the size of the sets of recommendations it considers to compute the reputation level. The model requires less then 3ms to update a reputation with a code written in Java and ran on a 1.7Ghz processor. In these experiments, the time is coarsely estimated by computing the difference between the time before and after the call of the studied method. The parasitic peaks are the consequence of the OS’s interruptions on the process running the method execution. The dashed line draws the linear equation y = 1/2000 ∗ x. The other reputations need less time to compute (about 1ms), as they do not involve the filtering process. Also, it takes also about 1ms for an agent to make an intention to trust.



5.6



Decision



In this section, we present the results of experiments that we have conducted to test the decision process of the L.I.A.R. model. Here, we want to know, first, if the model enables agents to identify harmful agents and isolate them and, second, if it enables agents to identify good agents and helps them to reinforce their interactions with such agents. To show the results, we present the global graphs of trust intentions: graphs the nodes of which are the agents and edges the trust intention relations. In order to increase the readability of the graph, links are not oriented and represent reciprocal trust intentions. This way, a link will disappear when an agent A does not trust anymore another agent B (and there won’t be a link to represent that B trusts A). The width of a link is emphasised for trust intentions with higher weights. Figures 20 to 22 show such global graphs of trust intentions for rancorous agents at time-step 1, 50 and 100. Agents 8, 9 and 10 are “good” agents (i.e., they do not cancel their commitments 10% of the time) and the others are “bad” agents (i.e., they do not cancel in 80% of the cases). At the beginning, the graphs are fully connected. This is due to the fact that all agents use their General Disposition to Trust to fix the intention to trust or not and it is fixed to true by default. The graphs show that the agents quickly (in around 50 time-steps) detect which are the “bad” agents and do not have the intention to trust them. Similar results can be obtained with the forgiving strategy, with a convergence in about 150 timesteps, due to the higher inertia.
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Fig. 19. Efficiency of the Reputation Recommendation based reputation computation. agt0 agt10 agt1
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Fig. 20. Graph of trust intentions at step 1.



5.7



Summary



The experiments show that the precision of the model depends on the strategy used to instantiate the norms. The reputations of rancorous agents converge towards levels that reflect more accurately the actual violation rate of the target. Forgiving agents oscillate around a value that corresponds to a slight overestimation of the target reputation, but they oscillate around a stable point more quickly. The experiments also show that the agents have at their disposal several parameters to control the inertia and/or the fragility of the reputation levels they compute. Therefore, they have a fine-grained control over the adaptivity of the reputation model. We also conducted experiments to show that the L.I.A.R. model is efficient and that it allows the agents to identify and isolate malevolent agents and to decide if and with which other agents to continue to interact.



6



Discussions



L.I.A.R. has been designed mainly to detect and reject liars in ODMAS systems. This specific context implied design decisions that give the model some particular properties that are discussed here.
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Fig. 21. Graph of trust intentions at step 50. agt0 agt10 agt1
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Fig. 22. Graph of trust intentions at step 100.



6.1



Not all violations detected



L.I.A.R. takes place in ODMAS. Such systems are completely decentralised, in the same way as “pure P2P” [8] networks (like GNUtella v0.4 [41]). In such systems, agents only have a partial perception of the system. Therefore, it is not possible to guarantee that every message, and as a consequence, every violation will be observed. Another problem lies in the autonomy of the agents. Indeed, it is impossible to guarantee that an agent will answer correctly to a query, neither that it will answer at all. This might not necessarily happen only because the agent is malevolent: a requested agent may decide not to provide an answer (e.g. for privacy reasons). Therefore, even if a proof exists that an agent did not violate a social norm, it might not be provided to an evaluator during the evaluation process. This kind of autonomous behaviour makes impossible to guarantee that every violation will be detected. The justification protocol aims at providing a means for agents to enlarge their perception range, through the potential help of the others, in order to limit the effect of the limited perceptions of the agents. However, it is not used to help agents build a global view of the system, but to allow an agent, for which a violation has been detected, to defend itself by providing proofs of its correct behaviour (some messages that were not known by the violation detector). The justification protocol only guarantees (if the suspected agent accepts to defend itself) that a violation is not confirmed if it didn’t occur. The fact that not all violations are perceived has, of course, some consequences on the reputation levels that the agents compute with L.I.A.R.: every undetected violation will make a punisher overestimate the target’s reputation and, conversely, every undetected fulfilment will make a punisher underestimate the target’s reputation.
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L.I.A.R. has been designed to handle such situations. First, L.I.A.R. considers that reputation are highly subjective. Indeed, the data (social commitments and social norms) and the processes by which agents compute the reputation levels can be very different from one agent to another. Also, the various types of reputation are not prone to the same level of misperception. For instance, the DIbRp is likely to have no misperception. This is the reason why the various types of reputation are maintained separately in L.I.A.R. and why reputations based on external information (both from overhearing or recommendations), which are more sensitive to restricted perception, are used later in the cascading process of reasoning.



6.2



Scalability



The global approach of L.I.A.R. is fully decentralised. It is a first property that facilitate scalability since there is no bottleneck in the system that would be essential. Our experiments have confirmed that the efficiency of L.I.A.R., in its default configuration, depends linearly on the size of the sets of evaluations or recommendations used to compute the reputations. The risk is then that an agent accumulates more and more evaluations and recommendations, and take more and more time to compute reputations. In applications where agents can stay in a system for a long time and observe a lot of interactions, it is recommended to use time windows to remain efficient. Our experiments have shown that the use of time windows would also helps overcome inertia of the reputations. However, the size of the time window has to be selected with care according to the targeted application. Indeed, the smaller the time window, the more influence each behaviour has on the computed reputation level and on its stability over time.



6.3



Collusion



In this paper we have considered the situation of liars that act on their own and on how a society of agents using a reputation model can act to restrict the influence of such individual agents in an ODMAS. However, liars can also act as a society. This is a much more difficult problem to solve and few models address it. Brandt [13] deal with collusion by designing an auction protocol in such a way that it is almost impossible for agents to even create a situation of collusion. Such an approach is not suitable for social control and ODMAS, as we have no control over the overall environment. Sporas and Histos [102] deal with collusion by making agents that are badly reputed to have a limited effect on the reputation of others. L.I.A.R. uses the same principle as Sporas and Histos. However, it is clear that this technique does not prevent against all colluding situations. There are still situations where agents can be cheated by colluding agents. However, L.I.A.R. is more protected than other reputation models in this domain, since the recommendation based reputations are computed separately from the direct interaction based reputation, and the agent using L.I.A.R. will learn quickly by its own experiences not to trust the colluders, and their impact on the reputation of others will thus be limited. Unfortunately, the proportion of colluders in the society probably has a non trivial impact on their efficiency over agents deploying L.I.A.R. The impact of collusions on L.I.A.R. should be studied through further experiments.



7



Related works



The L.I.A.R. model is composed of a social commitment model, a social norm model, a social policy model and a reputation model. In this section, we discuss the main differences between the models we propose here and those that exist in the literature.



7.1



Social commitments



Communication is one of the key means that agents have to interact [26, 45]. This is the reason why we have focused in this paper in modelling mainly communicative interaction.
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There are several approaches to model communicative interactions: raw text, with protocols [85], mentalistic [21], social [82, 84] and argumentative [5]. In this paper, we focused on the social approach because it is more formal and less ambiguous than raw text [84]; it gives more meaning to speech acts than protocols, which focus more on the position of the speech act in the dialogue than its social meaning; it is better adapted to open and decentralised systems than the mentalistic approach, as being less intrusive to the internals of the agents; it is simpler than the argumentative approach, which is concerned with the modelling and understanding of the whole dialogue; finally, social commitments open the possibility to model other types of interactions than communications [96]. Singh [84] proposes a model for social commitments that includes a debtor, a creditor, a witness and a content. Also, he proposes (as well as Fornara et al. [31, 32]) means to convert speech acts of different classes [6, 78, 91] into social commitments. For most classes, the debtor is associated with the utterer of the speech act, the creditor with its addressee and the witness is the whole multi-agent system. L.I.A.R. do not propose such means as we consider agents are heterogeneous (i.e., can come from different designers) and are free to use whatever model they have been designed for. Singh also shows how his model of social commitments can be used to verify the semantics of communications along the three dimensions [45]: objective (communication is true), subjective (communication is sincere) and practical (communication is justified). In L.I.A.R., only the subjective dimension is used. Pasquier et al. [67] propose a model of social commitments that takes into account sanctions to be applied according to the states of the social commitment (for instance if it is violated). Different kinds of sanctions can be used in different situations. An ontology of sanctions is therefore proposed by the authors. This addition of sanctions to the social commitment model requires the modification of the life-cycle of the social commitment: the creation transition is modified to take into account the association of sanctions to a social commitment (either unilaterally or through negotiation); the cancellation transition is also enriched with the possibility to add sanctions. Also, two transitions are added to the life-cycle: one from the fulfilled to the cancelled, the other from the violated to the cancelled. Both express the fact that the sanctions have been applied and do not need to be anymore. In L.I.A.R., the social commitment model is used to model communication. A social commitment is therefore neither right or wrong. The norms define what is right or wrong, and therefore sanctions are not attached to social commitments, but to the violation or respect of the norms, i.e. at the social policies’ level. There are three main differences between the models presented above and the one defined in L.I.A.R. and that makes the latter particularly adapted to open and decentralised systems. First, we have added the notion of observer in the model, so that the commitment sets are localised; each agent can have its own local representations of the social commitments it has perceived. Second, since agents only have partial perception of the system, they can miss some of the speech acts that have been uttered. Therefore, the state that they believe the social commitment is in is not necessarily the “true” state it should be in. This is the reason why the state of the local representation of the social commitments does not necessarily follow the life-cycle given in section 3.1.2. These two considerations are intrinsically linked to decentralised systems and have been integrated into the model. Finally, since the detection that a violation occurred generally happens a posteriori, it is important to consider the time dimension into the model, for an agent to be able to get the state of a social commitment at a previous instant. This is the reason why we consider sets of social commitments rather than commitment stores [46].



7.2



Social norms and social policies



There exists two kinds of social norms [95, 87]. They are termed “s-norms and r-norms” by Tuomela [87]. R-norms are generally imposed to an individual by an authority. S-norms generally emerge from a social group which is then in charge to impose them to its composing individuals. In the case of r-norms, the authority publishes the norms, detects the violations and sanctions. In the case of s-norms, it is the social group that is in charge of the same processes. Hermoso et al. [48] address the case of r-norms and propose a model of trust for virtual organisations. By definition, any agent that has knowledge of an s-norm is able to detect violations of it. This makes s-norms intrinsically decentralised and, therefore, more adapted to ODMAS than r-norms. Also, any agent can take part in the process of sanctioning s-norm violations. This makes s-norms more adapted to social control. As a consequence, in L.I.A.R. we address the case of s-norms.
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The kind of sanction and amount of penalty attached to s-norms is freely chosen by the punisher. L.I.A.R. distinguishes two policies for punishment (rancorous and forgiving) while Pasquier et al.’s [68] propose several. Both approaches share the same grounding idea. Also, there exists two formalisms to model social norms: deontic logic [94, 88] and descriptive models [90, 54, 56]. In L.I.A.R., the second approach is used, as it is more expressive [89] and less prone to computational limitations like undecidability or paradoxes [62]. Some authors [93, 83] directly use social policies as a descriptive model for social norms. In our works, we prefer to differentiate the definition of the norm, which is a general rule from a system perspective, from its instantiation to a particular case, which represents the compliance with the norms of a specific social commitment from a given agent.



7.3



Reputation model



Many reputation models have been proposed in the literature. Here, we discuss the main differences of the most prominent models with L.I.A.R.. OpenPGP [66] helps users manage their cryptographic key pairs without the need of a certification authority. It computes the trust in an unknown certificate based on the trust the user has assigned to other users’ certificates. This model only computes transitive trust values based on trust values that the user has provided. It neither proposes a way of computing trust automatically nor a way of making decision based on the trust values computed. Also, trusts take their values in a very limited range of possibilities. EBay [28] helps buyers to compute reputations of the sellers in an electronic market. In order to get inputs, at the end of each purchase, the buyer is invited to rate the seller with a value of +1 (good), -1 (bad) or 0 (neutral). As outputs, it provides the potential buyers a reputation value that is approximately the sum of all the ratings the seller has got since its entrance in the system (plus various statistics, that represent behaviours of the seller on various time scales). This model is not adapted to ODMAS, since it is designed to function as a centralised entity. Also, it is not possible to distinguish reputations by facets (e.g., seller/buyer or seller of comics/seller of paintings). Finally, the system cannot work without the ratings provided by humans and is therefore impossible to implement in completely autonomous agents, as there is no automatic evaluation process proposed. Marsh [58] proposed what is considered to be the first computational reputation model. This work proposes both means to compute reputations and to make decisions based on these reputations. However, it considers only Direct Interaction based reputation; there is no propagation. Also, no evaluation process is explicited. Schillo et al. [75] and Sen et al. [80] both prosed means to automatically evaluate agents behaviours. This is possible because agents expose their strategies in advance. The evaluation process is then limited to the comparison of what has been announced and what has been realised and only has a binary output (good or bad). Also, the propagation process is supposed to be benevolent: the agents do not lie in their recommendations. Wang et al. [97] propose an original approach where reputation is the probability that a behaviour that has occurred with a probability of X until now occurs in the next interaction. This model is also limited to binary ratings of the behaviours and considers the evidences as independent events, which is not necessarily the case with sophisticated liars/cheaters. Also, it does not differentiate types of reputation. Sabater [74] proposed REGRET, a model that includes several types of reputations. The neighbourhood reputation computes the reputation of an agent based on the reputation of its neighbours reputations. The social aspects used to define neighbours have not been taken into account in L.I.A.R.. However, REGRET merge all the types of reputation in a single value when the agent comes to take a decision and therefore it looses the fineness of their semantics. This is not the case in L.I.A.R. thanks to the cascading process of reasoning. Also, REGRET proposes means to merge reputations along different (but related) facets into a single reputation, using an ontology. Wang et al. [98] and Yolum et. al. [101] propose other means for such a merge. This is not considered in L.I.A.R.. Indeed, a social commitment may have several facets; therefore, it will directly influence the computation of various faceted reputations. Finally, the evaluation process proposed in REGRET consists in comparing a contract as it has been executed to the same contract as it was previously agreed upon. This makes
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REGRET rely on a prior phase where agents have to negotiate explicit contracts. It also renders the evaluation simple. There are many aspects that differentiate L.I.A.R. from the related works: the differentiation between facets and dimensions, the computational representation used and the adapted reasoning process, the maintenance of the reputation types separately until the last moment, the distinction between types of decision agents can make, the various types of recommendation contents, etc. But, above all, what truly distinguishes L.I.A.R. from the related works is the complete integration of all the processes, including a non trivial evaluation process.



Conclusion In this paper, we have focused on the problem of controlling agents’ interactions in open and decentralised multi-agents systems. Following Castelfranchi [16]’s arguments, we considered it is better adapted in such contexts to deploy the social form of control, i.e. an adaptative and auto-organised control set by the agents themselves. As a consequence, we have proposed L.I.A.R., a model that any agent can use to participate to the social control of its peers’ interactions. This model is composed of various sub-models and processes that enable agents, first, to characterise the interactions they perceive and, second, to sanction their peers. In section 3 we focused on the characterisation of the interactions. A model of social commitment has been first presented, which allows agents to model the interactions they perceive in a non intrusive way. Then, we focused on models of social norm and social policy. The former to define the rules that must be respected by the agents during their interactions. The latter to evaluate the compliance of the agents with regards to these rules. To compute this compliance from the social commitments and the social norms into social policies, we also proposed an evaluation process that agents can deploy to detect the violation or respect of the social norms. Based on these models and processes, agents are able to evaluate their peers’ interactions as social policies. Next, we focused, in section 4, on how agents can sanction their peers based on sets of such evaluations. We proposed to use reputations as sanctions. Indeed, as being social sanctions to which agents cannot easily escape, they are well adapted to decentralised systems. We first distinguished the roles that agents can play and the types of information each role can provide and that can be used to compute reputation levels. Based on these types of information, we distinguished several types of reputation and proposed several processes, from the computation of these various reputation types to their use by the agents to take decisions. Finally, we exposed some results based on an implementation of this model in a scenario of exchange of information in an agentified peer-to-peer network. These results are presented along a set of criteria that was defined by the Art-testbed group [35] for the evaluation of reputation models. The results show that the L.I.A.R. model allows the agents to identify and isolate malevolent agents and also to decide if and with which other agents to continue to interact. Therefore, L.I.A.R. is able to protect open and decentralised systems against harmful agents. Several contributions of L.I.A.R. rely in its particular adaptation to open and decentralised systems. Indeed, it has been considered from design that each agent has its own local representations, that can be incomplete and imperfect. Therefore, the models of social commitment and social policy introduce the notion of observer and the potential non respect of their life-cycles. Also, in L.I.A.R., the process of detection of the violation or respect of the norms is explicited and it uses the innovative approach of generating social policies from the social norms. Finally, the reputation model allows the agents to maintain separately various types of reputation and uses an original computational representation domain that includes the distinction between neutral and unknown states. However, we believe that the main contribution of L.I.A.R. is the total integration of all these sub-models and processes. L.I.A.R. is a complete solution to implement a fully automatic social control in open and decentralised multi-agent systems. However, L.I.A.R. suffers some limitations. First, as agents may have diverging opinions on the world they live in, it would be interesting to enrich the model of social commitment to allow argumentation. Second, we have focused on modelling the s-norms as they are better adapted to fully decentralised systems, but there exists systems where both r-norms and s-norms coexist. Agents would profit from
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knowing and using both. We begun works in this direction in [44]. Third, in the process of propagation, there are aspects that we have neglected. The first aspect is privacy: to protect its privacy or the privacy of some of its acquaintances, an agent can limit the number of recommendations it sends. The second aspect is semantics: even if in L.I.A.R. the agents do not assume that the other agents also use L.I.A.R. to model the reputation of others, when they send or receive a reputation level as a recommendation, it is expected to be in the L.I.A.R. computational representation domain. It would be interesting that agents employ the ontology of Casare et al. [15, 92] to be able to communicate with agents using other representations. A third aspect is retaliation: in ODMASes agents can overhear recommendations about themselves and might react by diminishing their reputation in the sender if they are bad. As a consequence, agents must consider the possibility that their recommendations are overheard by the target when they decide to send recommendations about it, mainly when these recommendations are bad. Fourth, in the reasoning process, we take into account only the reputation of the target to make the decision. However, acting as a society, agents are linked by various dependence relations (e.g., authority, hierarchy, imbalance in competences, etc.). These relations should be taken into consideration when the agent make their decisions. Finally, it would be interesting to compare the performance of L.I.A.R. with the one of other models. This is the reason of our implication in the international Art-testbed project [35]. Also, we are currently working on the application of the L.I.A.R. model in a real world application that takes place in the “Web 2.0” and aims at evaluating trust in the information extracted from wikis and blogs.
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Appendix A : Generation of the social policies Below is an example of a process that a single agent (this) can use to generate the social policies from a norm sn) and for a specific target, the agent x. It has to be executed for all the norms the agent knows and for all possible targets. It is written with a Java-like syntax.



void instantiate norm(SNorm sn, Agent x, Instant t) { // Instantiation is done only if relevant if ( (sn.st==ACTIVE) && (sn.Ev.contains(this)) && (sn.Tg.contains(x)) ) { // Returns a list of sets of SComs that match sn.cont ListOfSComLists matchingSComs = this.getMatchingSComs(x, sn.cont); for (SComList scs: matchingSComs) { // Generates the content of the SPol from the content of // the norm and the matching SComs SPolCont spcont = this.generateSPolContent(scs, sn.cont); // Returns the current time Instant curr time = System.getCurrentTime(); // Assumes the constructor is SPol(ev,db,cr,te,st,cont) SPol sp = new SPol(this, x, this, curr time, ACTIVE, spcont); if (sn.op==I) { sp.setState(JUSTIFYING); // Runs the justifying process (in a new thread) this.justify(scs); } else { sp.setState(FULFILLED); } this this SPSx (t).add(sp); } } } The method getMatchingSComs is assumed to return a list of sets of social commitments that match the content of the norm. Finding the matching social commitments can be done by unification of the variables occurring in the content of the norm with the social commitments of this SCS(t) or their composing elements (debtor, content, etc.). For instance, if the norm sn is the one of example 3.3, page 9, then this method simply consists in finding single commitments which facets include politics. If the norm is the one used in section 5, then the method must work on pairs of social commitments. The method generateSPolContent generates the content of the social policy from the content of the norm and a set of matching social commitments. It consists in instantiating the variables of the content of the social norm sn with the social commitments or social commitment composing elements. For instance, if the norm sn is the one of example 3.3, page 9, then this method simply consists in replacing ∀sc by a particular social commitment sc which content’s facets include politics.
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